FdF
¡Now we can watch mitele! Visit
www.mitele.es and you’ll see!
Boing
¿But… ¿What is mitele?

Telecinco
It is the Spanish market leader
group's web portal of TV content

Cuatro
It is the largest free online content,
legal and in high quality

LaSiete
It's an intelligent platform of online TV
that offers a wide range of content on
demand with its own social network

Divinity
Is YOUR

TV

What is mitele?
In response to the growing demand of users looking to view their favorite TV content on Internet
whenever and wherever they want, Mediaset España, has brought together the largest Spanish
Internet offer on an unique web portal that includes some of the most notable content from its six
channels: national and foreign fiction, TV movies, entertainment and children's programs, making
up a total of 700 TV hours, with over 50 titles and two live TV channels; Telecinco and Cuatro.
To this initial offer, Mediaset España will add the content of the future programming on its channels
as well as series and replays of emblematical programs from the major channels.
And all this within a new and modern environment that it's also:
Multi-Media: available on computers, smartphones and tablets, without having to download
programs or specific applications
Easy: with a simple navigation menu; direct, intuitive and very structured
Free and with high quality: legal content, so videos are available with
much higher quality than the standard
With its own social network, connected to the
most popular social networks

In order to facilitate navigating the Internet, the menu of mitele is not organized by channel but
by the type of content that Mediaset España broadcast on TV : series, TV movies, programs,
children's spaces and live TV. An offer that will be gradually complemented with sports, movies or
music.

mitele logo reflects the three key aspects of the nature of the web portal:
Dots: on mitele fits all
Mediaset España channels

“Play” symbol: mitele is a
content viewer
The bubble: mitele is a place
to discuss and share views on
the network

Viewing mitele
You can view in high quality and at 1,2 megabits per second and
without the need to download etheir programs or applications. It is only
necessary to have Flash technology, which allows simultaneous
navigation by other sites. The content is served through a global
platform “the cloud", with data distributed from servers around the
world to ensure maximum coverage and bandwidth.
You can view on all types of media, including computers, smartphones
and tablets. For those devices that do not play Flash, mitele has
implemented an HTML5 player that can be extended to full-screen
viewing.
You can view both in Spain and outside Spain, except for some
geographically located content by requiring emission rights.

mitele searches and recommends
It has a predictive search engine that shows the search results without
leaving the page itself. In addition, Mitel recommends content to
registered users according to their tastes and preferences.

mitele comments
Users who wish to comment on the content they are viewing or
interacting with other Internet users can do so through their own social
network incorporating mitele.
To join this community you just need to register or link your own
profiles on directly to Facebook or Twitter to facilitate the process.
In addition, mitele content can be shared in a simple way on social
networks by clicking on the buttons of Facebook and Twitter that
include each of the pages except those that include content for
children, to ensure safe navigation for little ones.
LINKS TO MAJOR NETWORKS:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/mitele.es
Twitter: http://twitter.com/#!/miteleonline

La plataforma mitele ha sido desarrollada por VérticeIn, una compañía del Grupo Vértice 360

Los
contenidos

mitele platform is the most complete and varied Internet content
nationwide with the largest collection of self-produced series from today
and from the past
With the most attractive and comprehensive foreign production
With its own production schedules for the most viewed entertainment
channel Mediaset Spain
With a careful selection of quality children's content and also
With the live broadcast of Telecinco and Cuatro

Online series

FdF
Mitele has outstanding titles from
Mediaset channels in Spain, emitting both
current and past season episodes of
‘Tierra de Lobos’, ‘Homicidios’, ‘La
pecera de Eva’, ‘Aída’, ‘La que se
avecina’, ‘Punta Escarlata’, ‘Ángel o
Demonio’, ‘Hospital Central’…

Divinity
Do they also have foreign fiction?
Cuatro
Of course!: ‘Desperate Housewives’,
‘Greys Anatomy’, ‘Criminal Minds’,
‘Spartacus’… and soon ‘Terranova’, by
Spielberg, to name just a few
LaSiete
Mitele also includes in house library
fiction such as: ‘Médico de Familia’,
‘Sin tetas no hay paraíso’ and ‘Al
salir de clase’, for now!
Everyone Likes

TV movies

Telecinco
‘La Baronesa’, ‘Paquirri’, ‘El Pacto’,
‘La Duquesa’, ‘Inocentes’, ‘Felipe y
Letizia’, ’11-M’, ‘Alakrana’ y ‘Vuelo
IL7814’ are the TV movies with which
Mitele will begin its offer

FdF
…Soon new titles will be incorporated
on the telly such as Mario Conde’,
‘Rocío Durcal, volver a verte’ or
‘Carmina’

Divinity and thousands more users
like this.

TV Programs

Cuatro
Can you see the entire offer of programs
from all the Mediaset España channels
on Mitele?
Divinity
Mitele iincorporates the latest editions
of most of the programs currently
being broadcast and past editions of
programs without a fixed schedule
such as 'Mas allá de la vida’. '. Videos
of the programs that Mitele can not
pick up can be found on the
respective sites of each program

LaSiete
At the moment the following are
available ‘Pasapalabra’, ‘Tú sí que
vales’, ‘Callejeros’, ‘Cuarto Milenio’,
‘Pekín Express’, ‘’Granjero busca
esposa’, ‘Desafío extremo’, ‘El
campamento’, ‘Uno para ganar’,
‘Nosolomúsica’, ‘Frank de la jungla’
y ‘Top gear’

Children’s TV

Boing
The content of the childrens section of
Mitele shares a window with Boing,
where traditional cartoon series such as
‘Chowder’ or ‘Dexter’s Laboratory ’ and
classics like ‘Garfield’ and competietions
such as ‘Challenge Ben10’ and ‘Family
Games’

Boing
Helloooo!! Is there anyone there?? :-)
Divinity
Boing,… no one is answering you
because children DO NOT HAVE
THE OPTION TO CHAT on childrens
page of Mitele. It’s for your security!

In October, The Boing channel posted a
9,2% share among viewers aged 4-12
years

Boing

Live TV

Mitele offers its users the opportunity to
see Telecinco and Cuatro programs live
wherever they are and on their preferred
platform because like the TV on demand
service live broadcasts are also accesible
from computers, smartphones and
tablets

Cuatro likes this

Mediaset España is tv… and much more
Mediaset España webs are, month on month a reference for the audiovisual groups on the
internet (with Telecinco.es and Cuatro.com) beating the Antena 3 group (Antena3.com,
Ondacero.es and Europafm.es) in monthly unique users. Mediaset España’s offer is, also the
most followed by daily users, with an average of 760.977 users a day, compared with 650.963
from Antena 3 group and, we are even ahead of RTVE (685.398). Data accumulated from February, the
first month which Mediaset España has the consolidated data of Telecinco.es and Cuatro.com, to November. Source
OJD

With respect to October, the last month audited by OJD, Mediaset España has grown by 18%
compared to September reaching 12,2 million unique users (12.197.485), almost 1,8 million users
more than the Antena 3 Group (10.418.389.000).

